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LET G be a compact Lie group. One of the basic facts about the representation theory of G is 
that any virtual representation which restricts trivially to every finite cyclic subgroup of G is 
itself trivial. It is natural to ask how far this extends to virtual G-bundles, i.e. to equivariant 
K-theory. The main purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem. Let X be a finite 
G-C W complex as defined in [20, 933. 
THEOREM A. If x E K,X restricts to zero in K,X for every finite subgroup H of G then 
x = 0. 
Theorem A does not hold with “finite subgroup” replaced by “finite cyclic subgroup”: 
there is already a counterexample when G = Z2 x Z2 (see Section 2). One can however 
sharpen Theorem A by combining it with Brauer induction. Recall that a finite group is called 
elementary if it is a direct product of a cyclic group and a p-group. 
COROLLARY B. If x E K, X restricts to zero in K, X for every elementary-finite subgroup H 
of G then x = 0. 
One can also combine Theorem A with a result of Jackowski [ 13, corollary 4.31 to show 
COROLLARY C. If f: X + Y is a G-map between finite G-complexes which induces an 
isomorphism K*,Y -+ KZX for allfinite cyclic subgroups H of G, then f *: K*,Y + KZ X is an 
isomorphism. 
The proof of Theorem A will be in two stages. In Sections 1 and 2 we deal with the case 
where all isotropy subgroups of X are finite by generalizing an approximation technique due 
to Mark Feshbach. The proof in this case actually gives the following stronger esult. Let c be 
the category whose objects are the orbits G/H with H closed and whose morphisms are the G- 
homotopy classes of G-maps (see Section 1 for a more explicit description of 6). Let G, be the 
full subcategory of 6 with H finite. Since K,X is naturally isomorphic to K,(G/H x X), there 
is a functor on P which takes G/H to K,X. For any abelian group A we define its adic 
completion A* to be lim A/nA. 
n 




is an isomorphism. 
l Research partially supported byNational Science Foundation grant number DMS-8315431. 
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In Section 3 we deduce the general case ofTheorem A by using a completion theorem due 
to S. Jackowski and J. P. Haeberly, together with some commutative algebra to show that the 
relevant completion maps are manic. In Section 4 we give a sharper version of Theorems A 
and D for the case G = S’. 
I would like to thank J. P. Haeberly and Mark Feshbach for several helpful conversations. 
I would also like to thank the referee for suggesting several simplifications. 
$1. THEOREM D FOR FINITE EXTENSIONS OF TORI 
By a based G-space we mean a based space X with a G-action fixing the basepoint. A based 
G-space will be called an 9-space if all isotropy subgroups away from the basepoint are finite. 
By a reduced equioariant cohomology theory hz, we mean a functor from based G-spaces to Z- 
graded Abelian groups which satisfies axioms I’, 2’ and 3’ of [4,1§2] and which also takes 
wedges to products. If H is a subgroup of G and X is an H-space, we define h;(X) 
= h*,(G+ A n X). If X is actually a G-space, there is a natural G-homeomorphism G/H + A X 
= G + hH X and thus there is a functor on C taking G/H to h*,X. In this section we shall prove 
the following partial generalization of Theorem D. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let G be afinite extension of a torus and let X be an Y-space ana’ afinite 
G-C W complex. Let hF be a reduced equivariant cohomology theory such that h;S” hasfinite 
type for each finite subgroup H of G. Then the natural map 
(h*, X)^+ lim ((h*, X)^) 
c.+ 
is an isomorphism. 
We begin by giving a more explicit description of the category 8. If H is a subgroup of 
K there is a projection map G/H --f G/K, and for any acG there is a conjugation map 
G/H+G/a-‘HagivenbygHwga(a-’ Ha). These maps induce restriction and conjugation 
maps hz X + h; X and hf ,nn X + h; X for any theory h:; when h: is equivariant K-theory, 
these agree with the usual operations on the vector bundle level. It is easy to see that any G- 
map GJH + G/H’ has the form gH HgaH’ for some aEG with a-‘Ha c H’, and in 
particular any such map factors as a projection composed with a conjugation. Hence a set 
{X~E (h;X)^ 1 H finite} belongs to the inverse limit of Theorem 1.1 if and only if its elements 
are consistent under restriction and conjugation. 
Now let G be a torus T. Every T-map between orbits is T-homotopic to a projection, hence 
Band 6, are partially ordered sets in this case. We can choose a cofinal sequence T/T in 8, by 
first choosing a sequence ni of positive integers such that n, divides n,, I and every integer 
divides some ni and then letting T = {X E TI x”~ = 11. Thus the inverse limit in Theorem 1.1 is 
isomorphic to lim (h;(T/T’ A X)^). We shall prove Theorem 1.1 by investigating the T- 
, 
space CD = Tel (T/T)+. Give S’ the trivial T-action and let TI: @ ++S’ be the projection. 
LEMMA 1.2. If K is anyfinite subgroup of T then the map n:: 8, (Q, K; Z/n) + A, (S”; Z/n) 
is an isomorphism for all n 2 2. 
Proof If (K ( divides nj we have 0 K = Tel (T/1;:)+, hence the inclusion aK c # is a 
i>j 
nonequivariant equivalence. It therefore suffices to show that x* is an isomorphism. This is 
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clearly true in degree 0 since each T/z is connected, so it suffices to show that H,(U? Z!n) 
vanishesforq>O.IfT=(S1)“andCi={sES’Is”~= 1; then T/7; = (S’/Ci)m. There is a 
canonical homeomorphism S’/Ci = S’ (given by s ~9’) and with this identification the 
projection St/C, + S’/C+i has degree ni+ I/ni. Thus the projection 
H,(TIT,; Z/n)-+H,(TITi+i; Z/n) 
is multiplication by (ni, l/ni)q for 0 < q I m, and the choice of the n, implies that H,(D,; Z/n) 
= colim H,( T/T,; Z/n) is zero for q > 0. 
Now let M, be a Moore space with H2( M,) = Z/n. 
COROLLARY 1.3. JT~A 1: OKr\ IV,--+ M, is a homotopy equivalence for each finite 
subgroup K of T. 
Proof The map is a homology equivalence by Lemma 1.2 and both sides are simply 
connected C W complexes. 
Next we give M, the trivial T-action. 
COROLLARY 1.4. If X is an F-space and a T-C W complex, then 
TCA 1: Oh XA M,+ XA M. 
is a T-homotopy equivalence. 
Proof By the G-Whitehead theorem [20, 3.41, it suffices to show hat rt A 1 induces a 
nonequivariant equivalence of K-fixed points for all subgroups K of T. Now (@ A X A .ci,)K 
= QK A XK A M. and (X A M,)K = XK A M,, so if K is finite the claim follows from 
Corollary 1.3, while if not then both sides are a single point. 
Now let M = Tel Mni. Then M is a Moore space with H, M = Q/Z. Passing to telescopes 
from Corollary 1.t we get our basic approximation result. 
COROLLARY 1.5. If X is as in Corollary 1.4, then the map 
I~A~:OAXAM-+XAM 
is a T-homotopy equivalence, 
Next we need to know what effect smashing with M has on h:. We consider the general 
situation where G is any compact Lie group acting trivially on M. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let X be a countable based G-C W complex and suppose that for each 
isotropy subgroup H of X awayfrom the basepoint thegraded group h;(S) hasfinite type. Then 
there is a natural short-exact sequence 
0 + (h;X)*-+ po+3 (X A M)-+limHom(Z/n,, hL++‘X)+O. 
The third term vanishes if and only ifhki ’ X has no divisible torsion subgroup. In particular, it 
vanishes if X is a finite G-C W complex. 
When G = (e) this is Theorem 2.7 of Feshbach’s paper [ 111. The proof in the general case 
is precisely the same, the basic idea being to choose a cofinal sequence X’” of finite 
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subcomplexes of X and then pass to inverse limits from the universal coefficient sequence of 
/I; (X”’ A M,). 
Motivated by Proposition 1.6, we define a theory h, by &(X) = &“(X A M). Thus 
Corollary 1.5 implies that 
(II A l)*: G;x + fi;(@ A X) 
is an isomorphism whenever X is an F-space and a finite T-C W complex. To complete the 
proof of Theorem 1.1 when G is a torus, it suffices to show the following. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let X be a finite based T-C W complex and suppose that for each isotropy 
subgroup H of X away from the basepoint, the graded group hE(S”) hasjinite type. Then the 
natural map 
I;+,(@” X)-+limhT(T/T+ AX) 
I 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.6, we have 
k;( T/T: A X) 2 (h;( T/T: A X)): 
By the hypotheses this completion is an inverse limit of finite groups and therefore compact. 
Hence lim’ k:( T/T: A X) = 0 by [9, VIII.5.6] and the result follows from Milnor’s lemma. 
Next we turn to the general case of Theorem 1.1. Thus G is an extension 
O-+T+G+F+l 
where T is a torus and F is finite. By [ 11, I.21 there is an increasing sequence {Fi >i > i. of finite 
subgroups of G mapping onto F with Fi n T = z, and by [ll, 1.43 any finite subgroup of G is 
subconjugate to some Fi. Hence the natural projection 
lim &G/H + A X) + lim $E(G/F; A X) 
c3 1 
is manic, and to prove Theorem 1.1 it suffices to show that the map 
is an isomorphism. Letting 0’ = Tel G/F:, we see that the proof of Theorem 1.1 given in the 
torus case will apply, provided that we can show the following. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. IfK is any finite subgroup of G, then the map II:: A,: (@J’)~; Z/n) 
4 I?,( S”; Z/n) is an isomorphism for ail n 2 2. 
Proof. Replacing K by a conjugate if necessary, we may assume K c Fj for some j. The 
map T/q + G/F, is clearly a homeomorphism, and it is K-equivariant for i > j if we let K act 
on T/T through its conjugation action on T. Thus the map 
Tel T/T + + @ 
i>j 
is an equivalence on K-fixed points. Let Ai be the inverse image in T of ( T/Ti)K. Then the Ai 
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form an increasing sequence of subgroups of T, and hence by a suitable choice of j we may 
assume that the Ai have the same unit component for i > j. Let S be this unit component. 
Now for each i there is an i’ such that Ai and S have the same image in T/T I, and hence the 
natural map 
Tel (S/(S n T))’ 
i>j 
-+ Tel (( T/q)K)c 2: ((IJ’)~ 
i>j 
is an equivalence. Since S is a torus, the result now follows by Lemma 1.2. 
$2. SOME INDUCTION THEOREMS 
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem D by using a suitable “induction 
theorem”. We also show how to deduce Corollary B from Theorem A. 
We shall assume from now on that the theory hz is RO(G) graded in the sense of [l, 963. 
(Equivariant K-theory has this property as an immediate consequence of the equivariant 
Bott periodicity theorem [2].) The point of this assumption is that it provides a transfer 
trg: h* X + h*K 
whenever X is a K-space and H is a subgroup of K (see [7, p. 190]), and this in turn will allow 
us to prove the following basic technical result. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let h: be an RO(G)-graded module theory over an RO(G)-graded ring 
theory kg. Let ‘8 be a class of subgroups and suppose that the unit element 1 in k”,(S”) is in the 
image of 
c trG,: zV ki(S’) + k:(F). 
HEU 
Let 0, be the full subcategory of CJ with objects G/H for which H is subconjugate to an element 
of %‘. Then the natural map 
p: hZ:X+limhiX 
OV 
is an isomorphism for any based G-space X. 
We remark that when G is finite, this result is well-known and, in fact, holds in a more 
general algebraic context (see [7, Chapter 63 or [S] for example). The compact Lie case is 
presumably also well-known but does not seem to be in the literature. 
Proof. Given an element x of lim hz X let xH denote the component of x in h*,X. Choose 
subgroups K,, . . . , K, in w and zements ai in k;,S” with x:x 1 trg* ai = 1. Define a map 
by 
6: lim h;X -+ h:X 
OY 
ux = i trg, (aixK,). 
i=l 
If y is in ha X we have 
Q 0 P(Y) = i t$ (ai res “,,y) 
i=l 
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with the second equality following from [7, 7.6.8(f)]. To compute p 3 a(x) we need 
Feshbach’s double coset formula [lo]. If H and K are any closed subgroups of G, there exist 
subgroups HI, . . . , H,,, of H, G-maps ~j: GiHj -* G/K, and coefficients cjgZ such that 
m 
ress trix = C cj tri, ,uf x. 
j= 1 
(This formula is given more explicitly in the cited reference. Our context is slightly more 
general, but the same formula holds with the same proof, as shown in [ 161.) Now let H be any 
subgroupofG with G/Hgc’,andlet K = K,.Foreachx~lim h*,X wehavepfx,i = resz,x,, 
and so 
resi trg, (Uix,i) = CCj trij((pfal) resijX,) 
= (res$ trG,,Ui)X,. 
Hence 
n 
resgax = C res$ trG,. (ai xK.) 
i=l 
Thus p o b(x) = x as required, completing the proof. 
The statement 
(*I 1 E kE.S’ is in the image of 1 trg 
HEW 
is called an induction theorem for k,. 
For our first application of Proposition 2.1, let G be finite. Brauer’s induction theorem 
[19, $10.23 says precisely that (*) holds when k, is equivariant K-theory and V is the class of 
elementary subgroups of G. Thus the map 
K,X-+limK,X 
Q,# 
is an isomorphism, and in particular, any element of K, X whose restriction to K, X is zero 
for all elementary H is itself zero. This shows that Theorem A implies Corollary B. 
On the other hand, if we let G = Z, x Z, with k, = KG and let %’ be the class { (e), H,, Hz, 
H, > of cyclic subgroups of G, then (*) clearly does not hold. Furthermore if we let X be the 
Moore space S1 ut e2 with trivial G-action then K, X = RG @ Zt, K, X = RHi @Z,, and 
the map 
R,x-R,*X@R,X@R,X 
is clearly not manic. This shows that one cannot replace the word “elementary” in Corollary 
B by “cyclic”. 
For our second application of Proposition 2.1 we let G be compact Lie with k, = R,. A 
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subgroup H of G is called hyperelementary if it is an extension 
O-*TxS+H-+P-+I, 
where T is a torus. S is finite cyclic, and P is a finite p-group. 
PROPCNTION 2.2. 
is an epimorphism. 
Let %’ be the class of hyperelementary subgroups of G. Then 
t= 1 tr$: 1 RH+RG 
HEY HEW 
Proof. This is essentially shown in [7, 97.73. The Burnside ring A(G) acts on both sides 
compatibly with the transfer [7, $7.61, so it suffices to show that the localized map t, is an 
epimorphism for each prime ideal 4 of A(G) [3, Proposition 3.91. For each subgroup L of G 
there is a ring homomorphism 4L: A(G) + Z, and every prime ideal of A(G) has the form 
4(L,p)={x~A(G)l~~(~)~Omodpj 
for some L whose index in its normalizer is finite and prime to p [7, $5.73. If L is not 
hyperelementary, then RGqCL,pI = 0 by [7, 7.7.33 and tq(L,pj is certainly onto. If L is 
hyperelementary, then the composite trz resf is multiplication by the element [G/L] of the 
Burnside ring [7, p. 1833, which is a unit in A(G),(,, pj by [7,.5.7.2]. Hence tqcL, p, is onto in this 
case also, and the proof is complete. 
Theorem D now follows from Theorem 1.1, Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 2.2. We shall 
conclude this section by giving a generalization of Theorem D to other RO(G)-graded 
theories. From now on, let G be a compact Lie group and let V be the class of finite extensions 
of tori. Let A(G) be the quotient of A(G) by the ideal (x E A(G) 1 resG,x = 0 for all HE ‘e). The 
double coset formula implies that the transfer Gi: A(K) + A(G) is well-defined for any 
subgroup K of G. 




The kernel of A(G) + A(G) is the ideal (1 - e)A(G). 
(ii) The map 
is onto. 
Proof. (i) Consider the set S of closed subgroups of G with the Hausdorff metric [7, 
p. 1081. The proof of [7,5.6.2 and 5.6.3) shows that both % and its complement are closed in 
S. Hence by [7,5.7.10] the set {q(H, p) I H E %I is both closed and open in Spec A(G). Thus by 
[3, Exercise 3.241 there is an element e E A(G) which is congruent to 1 mod q(K, p) if K E V 
and to 0 mod q(K, p) if K $ %‘. Then +K(e) is as required for all K, and it follows that e is an 
idempotent since the product of the $J~ is manic. The remaining statement in part (i) follows 
since XE A(G) is in the kernel of res(;, if and only if $kx = 0 for all subgroups K of H. 
(ii) As in the proof of Proposition 2.2, it suffices to show that A(G)s,K,p, is zero if K E %?. 
But this is clear since 1 -e is a unit in A(G),(, pj whenever K $ V. 
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COROLLARY 2.4. Let hz be an RO(G)-graded cohomology theory and let X be a based G- 
complex all of whose isotropy subgroups except at the basepoint are in 9. 
(i) (1 - e)hz X = 0. 
(ii) Tke map h: X + lim hz X is an isomorphism. 
p,ff 
(iii) If X is an F-space and ajinite G-C W complex, and if hi( S”) hasfinite typefor eachfinite 
H, then 
(h: X)^+ lim (hz X)* 
Q9 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof. If HE V then 
(1 -e)hE (G/H+ A S”) = [res$(l -e)]hES” = 0. 
Part (i) follows by induction over the skeleta if X is finite dimensional. The general case 
follows from this since the projection 1 - e commutes with both lim and lim’. Part (ii) follows 
from part (i) and Proposition 2.3(ii) by the calculation used in the proof of Proposition 2.1. 
Part (iii) is immediate from part (ii) and Theorem 1.1. 
53. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
First we recall the completion theorem of Jackowski and Haeberly [12; 143. A class V of 
subgroups of G is a family if all subconjugates of a subgroup in V are in V. For any family %, 
there is a G-C Wcomplex E%‘, unique up to G-homotopy, such that the fixed point set (EV)“is 
empty for H $ V and contractible for HE %. The family V determines a topology on the 
representation ring RG in which the neighborhoods of zero are the finite products of the 
ideals ker(resi) with HE %. This in turn induces a topology on any RG-module A and hence a 
completion which is called the V-adic completion and denoted A,. 
THEOREM 3.1. ([12; 143) Let X be afinite based G-C W complex. Let {Y,} be the set of 
finite G-C W subcomplexes of E%‘. Then the natural map 
Kc X + lim KG(Yz x X) 
m 
induced by the projections Y, x X + X factors through an isomorphism 
(K,X), + lim KG(Yz x X). 
= 
Note that when V = {(e)} we have E% = EC, the V-adic topology is the IG-adic 
topology, and Theorem 3.1 is the Atiyah-Segal completion theorem. 
Next we need a criterion for the adic and Gg-adic topologies on k?,X to be Hausdorff. The 
following algebraic result was suggested by Theorem 1.1 of [6]. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring with a topology defined by a 
class F of ideals such that 
(a) the product of any two ideals in .T contains an ideal of .T, and 
(b) every maximal ideal contains an ideal of F. 
Then the topology induced by F on anyfinitely generated R module A is Hausdorff. 
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Proof. Suppose that A is not Hausdorff, i.e., that n IA # 0. Let B c A be a maximal 
IET 
submodule for which n (IA + B) # B. (Such a B exists since R is Noetherian and A is 
IEJ 
finitely generated.) Then A/B is not Hausdorff. Let C = n (IA + B). If D c A properly 
re7 
contains B, then 
D= n (ZA+D+ (7 (IA+B)=C. 
le3 Ia3 
If B is not primary in A (in the sense of [5, IV, 92.1, Definition l]), then B is an intersection of 
submodules properly containing B [S, IV, $2.2, Theorem 11. Since any such submodule 
would have to contain C, we see that B is primary in A. Since C/B is simple we see that B is ,M- 
primary in A for some maximal ideal ,K of R and therefore has a finite filtration with each sub- 
quotient isomorphic to R/J? [S, IV, 91.3, Theorem 21. If n is the length of the filtration then 
+M”(A/B) = 0. But now (a) and (b) imply that A/B is Hausdorff, which is a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let G be a compact Lie group and let V be a family of subgroups of G 
which contains al/finite cyclic subgroups. Let A be a finitely generated RG-module. Then the 
adic and V-adic topologies on A are Hausdorfj: 
Remark. It is easy to see that the condition on % is necessary if the V-adic topology is to 
be Hausdorff for all finitely generated A. Jackowski [ 131 has shown that the V-adic topology 
is discrete for all finitely generated A if and only if V contains all products of tori and finite 
cyclic groups. 
ProofofCorollary 3.3. The adic and Gg-adic topologies on RG clearly satisfy condition 
(a) of Proposition 3.2, and [17,3.7(ii)] implies that they also satisfy condition (b). Hence the 
induced topologies on A are Hausdorff. 
Proofof Theorem A. Let F be the family of all finite subgroups of G. Let x E K,X. Then 
the image of x in (KGX)JT is nonzero by 3.3, hence by 3.1 the image of x in K,(Y x X) is 
nonzero for some finite G-C W subcomplex Y of E9. Now consider the following 
commutative diagram: 
G 
lim K,,(Y x X)------+ lim K,(Y x X)^ 
Here all limits are taken over 0,. The map i is manic by 3.3 and j is an isomorphism by 
Theorem D since Y x X is an F-space. Hence the image of x in lim K,X is nonzero as 
required. 
#4.THECASEG=S' 
The results proved so far give only partial information about (R,X)^ unless X is an 
f-space. In this section we give a more complete description of (I?,* X)^ for general finite 
complexes X. 
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Let G = S’ throughout this section. In this case 9 coincides with the family of all proper 
subgroups of G. Let E?F be the cofiber of r+: E9+ + S”. It is easy to see from the 
G-Whitehead theorem that the natural maps 
E~AX~+E$AX 
and 
E9 + A X/XG + X/XG 
are G-equivalences for any G-C Wcomplex X. Making these identifications, we obtain cofiber 
sequences 
XGAX+XX/XG 
E$=-+AX~--=+ Ihi EF+ AX+X/X~ 
EF’AX- rth’ X+E$AX 
EF+ A XG ‘+A’ -XG--,E3~XG. 
If h?j is any G-equivariant cohomology theory (not necessarily RO(G)-graded), these cofiber 
sequences fit into the following commutative braid diagram: 
-h’xG- 







\ /G \ 
L-7 
h’,(EF+ AX)\ 1 h’,t’(Es~X~)u 
Chasing the diagram in the usual way, we obtain a “Mayer-Vietoris” sequence 
THEOREM 4.1. The natural transformation 6 is zero if X is a finite G-complex and h: is 
either reduced equioariant K-theory or its adic completion. In particular there is a short exact 
sequence 
0 --* (KGX)-+ ( KXG@RG)^@ )‘-+ ;i (KxG@RH)*- 0. 
Proof. The map (r+ A l)*: KLX + K i(E9 + A X) is manic by Theorem 3.1 and 
Corollary 3.3, and it follows that S = 0 for reduced equivariant K-theory. The result for the 
adic completion follows from this. The final statement follows from Theorem D and the 
natural isomorphism KGXG Z KXG@RG. 
We remark that 6 may fail to be zero for other choices of hE, even for RO (G)-graded ones. 
For example, let hZ X = I? * (X/G; Q) (which is an RO (G)-graded theory by [ 151). Let S ’ act 
trivially on R and by the standard (multiplication) action on C, and let X be the unit sphere in 
R @C @C. Then X/S’ 2: Z.CP’ and Xs’ = S”. To calculate hE(E.F+ A X), we first observe 
that (by induction over the cells of Y) the natural map 
((ES’)+ AY)/S’ -Y/S’ 
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is a rational homology equivalence if Y is a G-C W complex with Y s’ = a. Thus 
A*((E.F+ A X)/S’; a) g R*((ES’ x E.F)+ A X/S’; Q). 
But ES1 x E9 is S’-equivalent to ES’ by the G-Whitehead theorem, so we have 
The Serre spectral sequence shows that the last group is zero for i < 4, hence the nonzero 
class in h:X = r?‘(DZP’; Q) is in the image of 6. 
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